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Women's Athletic Teams lacll Funds ;
Athletes Seek To Change Their Image
By Jim Breiner

Although"

Wooster s

female athletes have trad-

itionally

performed

admirably in Intercollegiate competition, the
scanty funds which they
receive and the hostile or
indifferent attitude of the
campus community to their
participation in sports
indicates that few people
take these activities
seriously enough.

Presently two of
Wooster s intercollegiate

representatives in women's competition ,
the lacrosse and swimming
teams, are coached by stu-

dents and funded entirely
by the Women's Recreation
Association (WRA) which
operates the refreshment
concessions at football and
basketball games.
budget of the
The
--

r

Miss Maria Sexton
"...divide more equitably."

Physical Education department, says department
Mr. Robert
chairman,
Bruce, cannot absorb the
additional expense which
would be incurred by adding ; two more varsity

teams.
"Our department has had
very little budget increase
in the last six years while
costs have continued to
rise," he said. The fat
which was in our budget
has been fried out."
He went on to say that
decision to hold
the

tuition at its present level
would mean budget cuts
for many departments, including that of Physical
Education.
Miss Maria Sexton, a
professor of Physical

games to be in time for
the cafeteria meals and
avoid the expense of buying them on the road.
The problems, however ,
which the women have had
in getting money may only
be a symptom of a deeper
problem
that people
don't take women's athletics seriously
Marlon Mason, a senior
who coaches lacrosse and
plays basketball and field
hockey, suggested that the

Physical Education Department did not realize,
as she put it. "how important these sports really

are to us."

Many people feel that
women who participate in

sports

are being

Baird, who captains the
volleyball team and plays
in two other sports, had
"Pm not
mis to say:
trying to challenge a guy.
continued on page five

For Lib Careers
This year the Ohio Association of School Librar-ia- ns

is offering

two

valued at
scholarships,
seven hundred and fifty
dollars each, to individuals
who plan to pursue careers

as School Media Special

ists,

lhese scholarships

are available to college

juniors and seniors and
graduate students.
The OASL Scholarship
Program is designed to
offer financial aid to School
Media students .who have
high potential media service qualities. Individuals
who will be entering their
junior or senior year in
college or going to graduate school and who plan
to pursue immediate work
in information sciences are
eligible.
The OASL Scholarship
Committee is accepting
applications now. Interested individuals who need
scholarship help may pick
up a request for application
forms in the office of the
Director of Financial Aid.
DEADLINE DATE for fully
X FEBRUARY

i; 1973;

Mr. Robort Bruco

"...tat fried out."

Human Relations Commission

Commission's Work Reviewed

available for meeting
September, 1971.
Their
through programming
work last academic year
and other educational
If you are a freshman focused on the human rewho coaches
camon
problems
efforts the above needs.
lations
you've
probably never pus
several women's teams,
4)
To utilize all availtown
and
between
the
If
heard of it.
you're an
does, not feel, that a lack
College structures
able
college,
and
the
the
upperclassman
you've solutions that were needed,
of funds is sufficient reathe promotion of
for
probably forgotten about it.
son to prevent women' s
and reconcilspecific
of
mediation
setting
and
the
ComHuman
Relations
The
lacrosse and swimming
1972-7- 3
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the
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mission (HRC) was not im- demic year. This work
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portant
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comprea
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culminated
in
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:'U they divided the
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STATEonly
hensive
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1972-7- 3
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or Scot s
and it has TIONS GOALS AND ACshe saidthe women would
as
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act
been mentioned in
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be able to add these varCamhandle
"incidents."
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sity sports." She continMay.
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has
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Council
instead
to
last
the
its charter was revised on The report outlined long-ran- ge
ued, "the total women's
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September 19 (VOICE,
budget of $2500 is less than
goals and specific
any which a
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Such
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awards.
the men
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targets
in
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should
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group
a
was
of
den
that
With $5000 we could run
areas of Student ConAddressing himself
take.
up
by
set
the
institution
it all."
Curriculum,
to the question of HRC as a
it's trying to change, at sciousness,
Recruitment of Minority
grievance panel, Russell
Bruce indicated that the
a time
when change, Faculty
Reand Staff,
Jones, chairman of the
men's athletic teams were especially the commitment
of
Minority
Commission both last year
already operating on a
to work for change, is at cruitment
AthleHousing,
Students,
and this year, said that no
As best unpopular.
shoestring budget.
Town-Gorelaparties to an "incident"
examples he cited the footThe Commission, whose tics, and
would respect a group that
ball teams use of only three primary function is " to tions.
The charter of this
"can only talk but can't
assistant coaches, the lowserve as a catalyst for year's
folHRC
the.
lists
(VOICE, 51972)
Conference,
Ohio
the
act."
in
est
action in the promotion of lowing four specific rethe issue of
Indeed,
and explained that coaches
understanding
and
racial
sponsibilities entrusted to
power for the Commission
QAHfllHlritv ' was created
of the various teams had
is one of Catch-2- 2 personoften rushed home after
by Campus Council
in the1) Commission:
To maintain a constant
ified. HRC, first of all,
overview of race relais a creature of Campus
tionships in the College
Council, a group which itcommunity.
self has the power only to
2) To extract from this
discuss, recommend, make
overview those issues,
proposals, see that, the
Campus Council held their first regular. meeting
conditions or situations
Code of Conduct is adhered
of Winter quarter Tuesday afternoon. Council acted
which, in its opinion,
to, allocate the total of apon the following items:
require attention.
proximately $65,000 in stu- THE ART DE PARTMENT was given $40 to buy re3)
and
utilize
To
select
on
January
20.
party
freshments for an
continued on pago six
the optimum resources
The party will have cultural overtones relating to Sufi
Ahmad's sculpture exhibit.
Correspondence received by Ken Plusquellec regarding a STUDENT LEADERSHIP CONVENTION at
Bowling Green State University was referred to the
Student Government Association. The convention will
be on February 10. Jim Turner, chairman, suggested
all students on Council and a few other student leaders
should attend.
Turner read a letter from J. Garber Drushal
stating Drushal vetoed the PROPOSED CODE OF CONDUCT only because he was not sure about some of the
code's implications. At Drushal' s request, a committee was appointed by Council to meet with the President to talk about his disagreements about the code.
A student and a faculty member were nominated
by Council to serve on a committee with four Lowry
Center Board members to interview CANDIDATES
FOR THE LCB CHAIRMANSHIP. Three alternates
were also chosen. Ron Wilcox will contact the people
nominated to see if they would be Interested to serve
on the committee.
Mr. Russell Jonos
Council will meet again Tuesday at 4:00 p.m. in
- Photo by Stanley Porduo
Lowry 119.
By Randy Powers
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THE EDITOR.
HOPES SOMEONE CW
that what you read about
in your biology and other
Speaks
scientific texts IS TRUE;
and tiow a woman feels'
As an alumna, I would
is just as important as how
an aggressive man feels';
like to express my own
thoughts on a couple suband, since HE is by nature
jects dear to my heart, the one to initiate action,
which are having consihe should do so with the
derable discussionon very greatest delicacy,
campus right now: ABORconcern and awareness of
consequences. THIS, your
TION & WOMEN'S LIB.
advanced knowledge must
Since I am a grandmother, it may be tell you: even in 'my
permissible for meto write day we young ones used
quite frankly, especially as to say 'Nothing can happen after midnight
L am addressing men and
that
women who know all there couldn't happen before'
is to know about sex and and that might help solve
presumably much also the dispute about hours'
about love'. So, let us get in the dorm.
So, men,
down to basics right now.
wake up: there is more
Before there can be any to that girl you are courtneed for abortion, must ing than meets the eye ...
there not have been some she is awakening from the
kind of
well, let s say sleep of the ages during
BIG SPLASH?
which she was at the
it
of MAN; she is
Let's also consider the
subject of all kinds of 'pill' , fast becoming your equal
contraceptives, and
NOW she
in most ways
of that type: do wants to be CONSIDERED
they not all
in the marriage-be- d
and
that the fact of life is that not just USED; she WANTS
the BESTOWAL of Life is to WANT any children she
confided to file Male
may have as a RESULT of
Principle, and the Female your combined efforts.
Principle is the RECEP-tiv- e
If all the exposure youth
Principle?
Hence
today has to the combined
(also
a fact - of-- life)
Wisdom of all Science, Rewithout the Male Principle
ligion, Art, etc., etc.,
there would be no 'need' world-wiMEANS ANY-

Alumna

.

beck-and-c- all

what-have-y-

ou

PRE-SUPPO- SE

for Abortion

a concept

that put more delicately
means that the Bestower.
Of Life ought to be the
Cherisher of Life.
Do you follow me? Perhaps not; .for presumably
you young people have not
had a SUSTAINED realization of the emotional
and psychic parts of the

male -- female relationship
that comes normally only
with years of marriage with
its daily ups-adowns:
so, that is where perhaps
the wisdom of the older
generation comes in. We
could tell you, for instance.
nd

de

THING - and I include para- psychology
you both, you
and your partners, should
KNOW

DOING

further

WHAT

YOU

ARE

and you should

know

(which per-

haps has escaped your
notice) that this Precious
Gift of Life is a Gift to be
respected, appropriated

and managed INTELLIGENTLY to the END OF
your Race.
benefitting
Since all races are ONE,
and since all Races have
men worn en as complementary parts, does it not
follow that the bringing of
new life into the world

IS

a

WORLD-WID-

lem
the
Explosion

E
so-call-

JIM BREINER, RICHARD KIELBOWICZ, Co- - Editors
BIG AL, Sports
MERRI WANAMAKER, Circulation
SELENA CRUMP, Bsns. Mgr.ROS REID, Frustrated Feminist
JANA SMITH, Office Manager
KAREN RUNG E, Ad Mgr.
STAFF:

John Sharp, Chuc Gaver, Jeff Adair, Stanley Perdue, Gary
Fiordalis, Marty Knott, Eleanor DeWitt, Bill Henley, Cindy Ernest,
Lorry Kurth, Rick Legge, Sue Tew, Barb Snyder, K. C Jensen, Phil
Johnson, Bob Dyer, Pawl Cope and Dee Dee Lee.

ed?

plosion, BUT ALSO Peace

worldand Prosperity
can MORE quickly
wide

come

to our

earth,

war-to- rn

WHEN

INDIVID-

UALS, that is,
FIRST of all learn
and practice
the right of free
CHOICE in the Begetting
of Children
not pracmen-and-wo-

SELF-CONTR-

men

OL

ticing questionable taking
of

life-already-init-

iated.

May I place all this in
a greater higher perspec-

tive?

What

is the

mandate for the
senseless murder of civilians in Vietnam; nor was
It a show of support, for
wiretapping and other controls on freedoms at home.
not a

Population

My further thesis is that
not only the Population Ex-

REAL

meaning of the Aquarian
Age - the New Age? After
much study, meditation and
listening to the Inner Voice,
I sincerely believe that the
Meaning of the New Age
is that YOU, the Younger
Generation are blessed
with the CHOICE as to
whether your offspring are
capable carriers of the
NEXT HigherTYPE of CuCivilization and
lture,
Mores, now appearing on
the earth. Therefore, YOU
must prepare yourselves
for that function, by not
ONLY learning and experiencing all that you can
safely
assimilate, but
ALSO by using all the God- -,
given abilities, concepts
and aspirations that your
imagination can conceive.
That means, my friends,
full utilization of the vibrations playing between
people, especially at the
time of the
- - using this
climax for the release of
New Life; OR, which is
fully possible,
BACK
that climatic-for- ce
INTO THE BODY, to nourish and replenish the
organism and prolong, the
functions of man
. vital
woman until man himself
decrees that 'it is finished'.
God Bless you ALL,

It is important that Nixon
be shown that Americans
will not tolerate massacre,
either at home or abroad.
Nixon s inauguration coronation is January 20.
That s the day the four
more years begin in
earnest. Mass demonstrations have been called in
Washington by many antiwar and movement groups.

love-experien-

ce,

re-direc- ting

PEACE

Wooster

The

studying

--

People's

important to begin .NOW,
to work against the shit
Nixon is putting down. As
Stew Albert says, "We have
got to make the American
people look at Richard
Nixon's face - to see his
shifty poker eyes and his
sweaty palms dealing from
the bottom of the deck.
Peace and Freedom,
';

Bob Newman
Ned Adams
Bruce Arnold
Martha Boland

twenty-fo- ur

hours or more, and then
taking an exam wide-ey- ed
is quite tempting.
There must be an ac?
knowledgeable percentage
of amphetamine users on
campus for the College to

-

issue these fivers.

I think that the exam has
a definite teaching value but
rm more concerned with

the moral prevention that is
taking place. t. Where now
are all the values that this
College stands for? Do
these values dictate the
speed users being, rewarded with hischer exam
scores - well, they arel
Do they dictate that taking
a test straight merits a
lower score than you would
normally receive, that is
how

it goesl

We must now decide the

legitimacy of exams. They
teach through studying and
they corrupt through drugs.
Where shall we place our
values, is the learning experience worth the corruption or is the corruption
worth the learning expert -ance?
Richard L. Wagar

Poor Sports

.

Help Dick

Celebrate
His Triumph

Saturday's

To The Editors:
A flyer was deposited
last week in our boxes
(the last week of Fall quarter) concerning the use of
drugs during finals.
It
said, in part, "... Amphetamines are often used by
en-

gaged in highly cerebral
work to stimulate their
mental processes and pro-

mote alertness, retention,
." For
everyone the capability of

and wakefulness . .

game versus

The Wooster fans yelled
and whistled to distract the
player, and cheered when
he missed.
Fans and players alike
enjoy a victory, but isn't
some of the thrill lost
through such displays of
poor sportsmanship?
Joel Grow

Starting with this issue, the VOICE will attempt
to present articles of a more
or investigative
nature than may usually be found in our news columns.
To some degree, Randy Powers' analysis of the Human
Relations Commission's problems and Jim Breiners
thorough report on the status of women athletes fall
into this category. Hopefully, it will be possible to
include .one such article in each issue for several
in-de- pth

To The Editors:
President Nixon is fighting for our freedom in
(a) Southeast Asia
(b)
East South Asia
(c) Euthanasia
(d) Fantasia
Circle one, divide by
two, take the square root,

weeks.

are therefore looking for topics worthy of
reporting. Areas for investigation should be
current, have some GENERAL reader interest, and be
capable of being researched on campus or downtown.
Suggestions from students, faculty and administrators
would be greatly appreciated. Submit ideas to VOICE,
Box 3187. Or contact the editors.
"
We

and you still come up with

the same answer. Nixon
has not yet discovered that ,
it takes quite 'a bit more
than jellied gasoline and
terror bombing to preserve
freedom. The American
people reelected Nixon because he said "Peace is
at hand." His election was
,

;

Oakland University. The
a
fans, however, gave
poorer showing. With little
time left, and Wooster
ahead by two points, an
Oakland player was fouled
and awarded two foul shots.

Editorial notes.

Lucy W. Leasure '30

.

To The Editor:
Scot basketball
The
team, showing a lot of poise
under pressure, put together a fine effort to win

Exams Corrupt
Students

students and persons

for

-

-

Party is organizing a bus
and cars to go to Washington for the weekend of the
Space for
inauguration.
staying overnight is also
being arranged. If you're
interested in going or helping out, get in touch. It's

.

LOVE

Published weekly during the academic year except holidays and
examination periods by the students of The College of Woo star.
Opinions expressed in editorials and features are not necessarily
those of the staff and should not be construed as representing ad
ministration policy.
This newspaper welcomes signed letters to the editor. Address all
correspondence to VOICE, The College of Wooster, Wooster, Ohio
4469U
Member of United States Press Association and Ohio Newspaper
Association. Entered as second class matter in the Post Office,
Wooster, Ohio. Subscription Rates: $6.00 per year, 2nd class:
$9.00 per year, 1st class.
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in-de- pth

RBK

The editors would like to commend the custodial
staff for the thorough cleaning of rooms during ThanksgivingChristmas break. Not only had th.e floors been
waxed, but refrigerators and ash trays were wiped
clean.

Pogm
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By Bob Hetherington

In the flourish of witness

literature
Solzhen-itsyn-

's
during the 19608, the impact of
ONE DAY IN THE LIFE OF IVAN
DENISOVICH was principally attributable
to two explanations. First, its quality of
density, the impression one gets of an
entire lifetime of suffering squeezed into
one very compact book. Second, it was
published in the country that had committed the atrocity, and seemed, therefore,
to be some sort of national revelation.
But much has changed since its publication. First, the sure thing
is much harder to accomplish.
The spirit of compactness survives well,
without submitting to pressures of the
mob that would have the
The one day in
episodes.
story told in'
the life of a Russian prisoner out of an
interminable sentence of 3,653 days is
told flowingly. "The extra three days,"
says the narrator, "were for leap
book-to-mo-

film-biogra-

vie

phy

years."

As for the second explanation, the
revelation is old now. The smug myth of

the movie viewer is that we all have some
idea of life in a prison camp, or we think
we do, and the fact that
filmed it almost makes the movie look an
accusation and more political than it
non-Russi- ans

need be

This not withstanding, ONE DAY IN
THE LIFE is the best movie to play on
campus so far this year, and the horrifying shot of the prisoner thrown into the

guard house without a jacket, is worth
waiting for. For a moment he is seen
beating himself to keep warm, but we
are aware of the futility of the gesture.
Finally, we get a glimpse of him lying
back against the wall In frantic resignation.
On the subject of frantic resignation,
in the time honored tradition of anyone
who has ever been to a movie in his
entire life and has nothing better tocon-do
at the end of the year, here is my
tribution to the growing garbage heap
of cinema trivia. These are the films
which gave me the most pleasure, listed
in no particular order. The two eligibility requirements were that they opened
in Wooster or vicinity during the last
calendar year, and that I saw them.
.

Pm going to start my record review
with some information on Telefunken' s
project to record all 200 of Bach's cantatas and my appraisal of the project in-so
may ask what,
far. First of all, you
A
cantata
a
is a form of
cantata?
deed, is

music used almost exclusively in the Baroque era, and is very much like the opera
except that the pieces are much shorter,
involving no action, and were written to illustrate the biblical text of the day (usually
Sunday). Bach was of the opinion that this
form of music had a definite future, and,
in a period of about fifteen years, he wrote
well over two hundred cantatas. However,
he miscalculated the actual importance of
.these cantatas, for outside of his lifetime,
they were not to be played at all until one
hundred years after his death.
The reasons for this were many.
Bach's style of writing was considered
archaic even before he died, and we fix
the date of the closing of the baroque era
as around 1750, the year of Bach's death.
Also, pastors found that interest In the
church was decreasing with time and, in
an effort to make the church service less
lengthy and tiresome (being over three
hours long at this time), the cantata was
rather quickly dropped. Therefore, we
hear the cantatas today mostly In concert
and rarely in church.
To date, save till recently, no one
has set out to record the cantatas very
systematically. I say, till recently, because Telefunken is doing just this. The
project underway is to record all of J. S.
Bach's cantatas within the next ten years
(about twenty per year) and to release
these recordings at a rate such that,
hopefully, they will sell. Since this is just
the first year of the project, only thefirst
five volumes with cantatas one through
twenty have been released.
The performances which these records involve are as interesting as the
project itself. Generally Bach is performed in a grand manner with many voices
and instruments, since his genius seems
to warrant this. (Who hasn't heard something like the Philadelphia Orchestra with
Eugene Ormandy try its level best to ruin
Bach?) Unfortunately, with this approach,
Bach really can't be done Justice. He demands articulation and grace which one
can't get out of large numbers. Bach

THE EMIOF THE BOURGEOISIE.
and
AND
WHISPERS,
CRIES
GRANTS,
either THE SORROW AND THE PHY,
or A SENSE OF LOSS; depending on
whether you prefer France or Ireland
for a documentary locale. Add to these

the short subject, QUIETESS, an engaging
and unpretentious social comedy.
At the other end of the artistic
spectrum, the worst pictures of the year
are particularly hard to determine because there are so many mediocre ones
dike THE POSEIDON ADVENTURE) that
aren't very good, but did not single
themselves out for meritorious inferiority. Let's also eliminate off the bat the
quickie porno flicks and the Japanese
TOKYO
"ATTENTION!
STROYED!" science-ficti- on

BEST FILMS OF 1972

(clearly the front runner, and soon to play in town,

DELIVERANCE

hopefully)
THE GODFATHER
THE LAST PICTURE SHOW
FRENZY

BEING DE-

movies, and

list the "serious" attempts at

motion

picture art. These films fought hard to
earn their place on the list:
THE VALACHI PAPERS
THE MAN

STRAW DOGS '
CABARET
THE CLOCKWORK ORANGE
PLAY IT AGAIN, SAM
SLAUGHTERHOUSE FIVE

BLUEBEARD
PORTNOY'S COMPLAINT
SKYJACKED
BLACULA

HOSPrTAL
Conspicuously absent are the foreign
imports, primarily because none of the

Bach's 200 cantatas tastefully recorded
By Bruce C. Johnson

best ones ever play in Wooster. Consider the best asTHE DISCREET CHARM

must, therefore have had something else
in mind when he wrote the cantatas.
Since he had only limited numbers
of musicians under his employ for monetary reasons, he wrote with this in mind.
When Telefunken tried doing this with the
Contends Musicus of Vienna and the
Vienna Choir Boys not too surprisingly

And finally, a SPECIAL AWARD must go
to the film that had the most going for it,
THE CANDIDATE.
but blew it

the result was very satisfactory. Not only
was the complicated uacn texture nanaiea
with much more clarity than in previous
performances, but the effect of such skill
and control along with the lack of numbers
creates a supreme sense of musical power
which far surpasses any of the "grand"
performances we have available.
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AlPs fair in love and the discount
house
Drive,
employees:'
"attention
by chuc

T was the season to be
but following five
weeks of working in a Discount House, who's to make
with the
For those of you (us!)
who had similar fates, I
report the goings on and
comings down of my employment during "The Big

jolly,

ho-ho-h- o-'s

...

"all
We have declared, war

ed up. One man I barreled
into claimed he'd been hit

on Sporting Goods and
consider any suspicious

three times that evening!...
the intersection of Toys
and Children's Shoes was
especially hazardous.
Other clerks enjoyed

association as breach

...

hereof good faith
by subject to our wrath,
:
signed

playing "Rude," or a facsimile of this game known
as "Up Against the Wall

Shoppers!".
The object
is to make oneself visible
but overtly occupied and or
Break."
disgusted so the customer
I spent most of my vacation wedged between feels intimidated when even
garden hose and STP oil asking riie location of a
product.
treatment in the Hardware
a
Housewares people were
Automotive Dept. of
nearby shopping center. especially adept at mis.
Officially billed as a "cuTheir sighs of discomfort
stomer Assistant," I could be heard as far away
quickly learned that the as Domestics.
'
reason no one gets waited
The game of Rude was
on in Discount Houses is always
weighed in our
that riie customer assisfavor. For If the customers
gave one any grief we could
tants are all too busy playing games
call the magic number 29
My favorite was called:
("Dial a Bouncer") and our
How many people can you managers
whose motto
knock down with a
was "For the ten weeks of
(those out
of Christmas it's us against
would come to our
control push carts one uses them"
to transport new stock and defense. Or one could
empty cardboard boxes). merely use the customer
Suburban (Discount) assistant catch-al- l: "Well,
Houses thrive on volume actually, die) I don't work
(the law of quantity over In this department."
quality), so our aisles were
The catch-a- ll was not alconstantly inched narrower
ways
proper, because
and narrower to m ake room
fierce Departmental loyalfor excess merchandise.
ty was constantly at stake.
Lacking traffic lights and
For two weeks a sign hung
yield signs, quite a few cuson our cash register that
tomers got quite a bit bang
read:

HardwareAutomotive
During this period we
sent all our "trouble makers" to Sporting Goods,
(customer: Well, I can't
have left
see why
handed socket wrenches,
customer assistant: Oh!
Fm sorry, sir, all our left
handed socket wrenches
have been relocated in
you-do- n't

.

-

six-whee-

ler,

Sporting Goods.)
All rids goes on to riie

tune of programmed

MuSICK (the likes of Dentist offices), and good God!

after a nine to five of "The

Girl from Ipanema" ,
"Frosty the Snowman" ,
and "Tammy my love

one

feels like running one's self

over with a
The customers eat those
sounds up. Dressed in their
dark nylon quilted jackets
with the American flag
patches on die- RIGHT
shoulder, they truck up and
down the crowded aisles,
clutching a handful of coupons, keeping a ravenous
eye out for anything that
might fit the advertised
description of a BARGAIN.
Absent are the mink caped
matrons of "Nob Hill" and
six-whee- ler!

-

"Westwood

who

By John Wetherbee
Sha-Na-- Na

Guild of Rock and Roll Artists (GORARA). He told
me that the Guild was raising money to build a Rock
and Roll Hall of Fame on a
site halfway between Philadelphia and Liverpool-th- e
Azores. The Hall of Fame
will enshrine those men and
women "who have defined
the cultural identity of
youth throughout the
world" as well as supplement the economy of the
Azores "too long dependent
on the skinning and boning
of sardines."
Members of the Guild are
currently being polled to
determine who will be the
charter members of the
Hall of Fame. Here are
some of the nominees Ed
mentioned:
Ohms, Volts and Amps,
band
"In the eight year
career of 'O, V, and A',
not one member of this
eleven man group has ever
listened to a single note
played by any other member. And yet, this band is
consistently on top of the
pop charts in New Guinea."
Colonel O.

Truth,

man-

ager "On a State Department sponsored tour of
Saudia Arabia, the Colonel
sold his band, rVinny and
the Voyeurs, into slavery
to gain exclusive performing rights to Jesus Christ,
Superstar throughout the
Islamic world."
Eb Reb Scrooge, promot

er "After promoting the
hell out of a 'Black
concert at the ArCivic
Center and Dincadia
er, Eb discovered that he
had only $2.19 left over to
buy a light show and sound
system. Where other promoters might have panic-e- d,
Eb ate two pints of
yogart (coffee), had a cup
of wheat germ, and quickly
went to work.. First, he
gathered 172 lusty fireflies
and taped them to a white
percale sheet (a family
heirloom). Then he staDay-of-R-

pled

phones

98

oak-t- ag

onto 'Black

est

mega-

Day-of-Res- fs',

amplifiers.

The night of the concert,
nobody in the audience asked for his money back."

Thomas 'Alva' Klezmer,
inventor rhythm guitarist,

(posthumous) "For three
years 'Alva worked tirelessly to develop an instrument he felt would revolutionize rock music - the
electric Jew's harp. He
came very close to perfecting this instrument
when, one day while jamming with it, he salivated
and electrocuted himself."

--

Dan under the Amber flash-

ing

-

riie day Wanda and Wilma

hit the fan.

Wanda and Wilma worked

in (tada!) Fashion Corner
and it seems one Monday
there was a disagreement
about who would stock bedtime slippers . and who
rearrange shelves.
ever to go steady with his would told
Wanda what she
..Wilma
amp. Although his manacould
with
do
(the
hassles (would you her slippers
ger objected
believe WEAR
amplifier
an
flying
first them) and Wanda
of
replied
class, etc.) Keith insisted something to the effect
that
amp
was more if Wilma didn't get busy
that his
woman
any
he
than
faithful
and help her rearrange
had ever known. One night
she would "rein Wolverhampton, Keith's shelves,
arrange her ass." And
guitar, now extremely Jealsure" enough, before it was
ous of the attention lavishpoor Wilma ended up
over
amp,
all
out
blew
on
ed
the
a Tick of pink
under
of its tubes. Observers
(marked down
nighties
was
maintain that Keith
doomed from the start -- from $7.99). People are
still dating things from the
he is Presbyterian while day
Wilma and Wanda "got
Engamp
of
was Church
the
into
it."
land."
But the pinacle of Discount Housing, the ace in
Earnest 'Farout Cochlia, the
owner's hand, and "our
"At(posthumously)
fan,
was
the
trademark,"
tending a rock concert a
FlashlngLight.
Amber
every
day, for three
day,
Other stores have Blue
and a half years, Earnie
lights (and one I've heard
set a record that will probably not be broken in our is red!), but ours was Amber and I do believe they
time. Unfortunately, during an intermission at riie could have sold anything
under that llght...sea water
last concert he ever attended, Earnie fell asleep and ...dirt! Because as soon
as the PA system gargled:
was thrown into a large disposal bag by an usher who An now folks, another of
mistook him for a candy our unadvertised specials
..." you could just hear the
wrapper."
customers' ears pop up.
"For five minutes and
five minutes only, we are

$11.99,'

dolls, all theirs for riie
low
Words
price of $4.00.
like ''tremendous' amazing," "fabulous," "terrific," "fantastic," and
(

work
"EEEEnormcus."
well in this, (the so termed)
New
Am erican ; Market
:.
Place.
Dapper Dan and Dressy
Bessy, torn limb from limb
are the basic materials of
a new art form; the crafty
art of trying to get something for next to nothing.
Nobody is telling these
"sweet" people who bite,
pinch, kick and shove their
way to the Amber Flashing
Lite, that Dressy Bessy
and Dapper Dan list (wholesale) for $2.99 .
From the funky PA system and the creepy custom- -.
ers, to the insecure security cops and uncourteous
clerks, the New American
Market Place is the Greatest Hustle Going.
All hail the Discount
House: "If you wannit,here
it is come and get it!'
Somethin' f everybody (and
then some).- - Under the
. (Ever) Amber
Flashing
Lite
;
''And remember!
If .
it's not our discount
J

'

.

.

:

-

.

price it's
enough."

A

:,

not

low

How low can you go..j

Jfojx&?

CO

N. Buckeye St.
NOW THRU

Weeknites
Sunday

&

2:30-4:-

TUES.

Sat. 7:00 & 9:00
-- 6:30 -- 8:30

30

PG
e5

From the
best-sell-

er

that really knew
a generation.

STARTS WEDS

7:00 & 9:10

CHARLES BRONSON
has tho role of
HIS CAREER in
"VALACHI PAPERS"

a

fia
764

now

TREMENDOUSLY

'

Bathsheba, wife of Uriah,
"Despite
(posthumously)
the fact that King David's 8
harp was un amplified,
Bathsheba had the fore- -,
sight, the courage, and the
determination to become
the world's first groupie."

dept.

shoppers for five minutes
and five minutes" only,
yours for the tremendously
low price of four dollars!"
And then the stampede
begins. It is a real lesson
in American commerce to
see fifty "adults' fighting
over fifteen child rens'

which has brought

the starting wage up to
$1.85, and two breaks in
an eight hour day plus a
sixty minute clock-o- ut
for
lunch. The union has also
provided workers with a
a ten by twelve
lounge:
foot room painted an off
colored mauve. It is complete with three tables,
nine chairs, a broken down
coat rack, two tattered Ted
curtains across the doorway, a stack of mutilated
ARGOSY'S, a wall dock
set back five minutes for
easy fudging onbreaktime,
two ancient no pest strips,
and a pepsi can. stuck on
the ceiling. "Don't forget
the waste can!"
The lounge is always on
fire, either from the short
in the electric heater or
the latest gossip. From
the sharp tongues of the
Department Heads, one
learns who is upset with
whom, day after day after
day. I never will forget

Litein our toy

Reg-a-la- rly

My fellow employees
were very proud of their

Rock hall of fame established
Last week I received a
letter from Ed Goodgold,
and
manager of
Tiny Alice, concerning a
newsletter published by the

Dressy Bessy and Dapper

hose in downtown Detroit,
where the loud speakers
play Bach and Pablo Cas-sa- ls.
union

toIjxit; ;ttf dolls;

going

prefer to buy their flashlight batteries and panty

D
D

- RAVIOLI
WOOSTER,

PITTSBURGH AVENUE

D
D

a

OHIO

D
!S

Keith Terry' lan, lead
"A classically
guitarist
trained guitarist, Keith became the first musician

MONDAY, WED., THURS.

5 p. m.

1

a.m.

Fhcns

252-71-

35
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Female -- Athletes Seek To Change Image
Ernest Infield, director of mittee.
News Services for the ColThis list also circulated

continued from page ono

.".

Jiow important they are."

Gcdjct Given

ricvy

.

.

infrared spectrometer to
enable students to do more
experiments in infrared
characterization of unknowns.

WOOSTER INN

.

-the

Wayne Ave.

MID-WINT-

GALA

basketball team, better
publicity might be part of
the answer. She feels that
publicity has helped change
the image of women's athletics in the four years that
she's been here at Wooster.
"Ifs being brought to the
attention of the public that
women are skilled athletes she said.
However, getting publicity is a problem. Mr.

Inter-Secti- on

Helen Gropp Dies
October

18

at the

Community Hos-

Kenneth

.

Mrs.

.

Plusquellec-participating-

Cropp

had

re-

quested that there be no
flowers, and that friends
who wish might contribute
to the American Cancer
Society, "For they seem
some
close toor tofinding
the College
answer,"
of Wooster or Westminster
Church.
She was born in Chicago,
Illinois on November 28.
1933, to Willis B. and
Eleanore Earnshaw Town-sen- d,

Friday, January 19
6:00 to 8:00 P.M.

Phone
for reservations
41

MASTER CHARGE
BANK AMERICARD

and

was

a 1955

graduate of the College of
Wooster, majoring in sociology. She had lived in

Dr. Reginald J. Stephenson, chairman of the
physics department here
from 1945 to 1971 died Jan-

uary 2.

-

Juveniles Cookbooks

I

8

the

a stu
dent to soil our 8 track
tapos. .. Wo aro rospoctod
throughout the country as
producing a premium product.
have your own thriving busiSoul, Pop, Oldies,
ness.
Country & Western, Popular,
Etc. If you aro interested
call Melody Record! ngs Inc.
(201)
575.9430
ask for
either Mr. Jonas or Mr. Reid.
looking-fo- r

Project in
Chicago during 1944-4- 5.
The next year he was one
of the observers of the
atom tests at Blklniatoll.

After the war. Dr. Steon a leave of
absence, was chairman of
the faculty at Oak Ridge
InstituteHe of Nuclear
Studies.
returned to
lecture at the Oak Ridge
National Laboratory every
summer until 1962.
He is the author of four
phenson,

books, each having gone
through several editions.
Also, he has written 30
papers for publication.
Dr. Stephenson studied
at the University of London, graduating with
honors. He then earned
his masters of science

degree from theUniversity

E. Liberty St.

not unfeminine."

I

ered.

Most enjoyed the experience, but one man said he
became disillusioned when
almost every house he went

to was empty.
Funds collected by ISC
will go to the MD central
office in Canton and will
be dispersed from there

for research.

No cure
has yet been found for MD
which
cripples mostly
young people, but can bit
any person at any age.
Doris Coster, Dean of
students at the College,
praised the ISC for the
drive, saying it gives a
good impression of the
Sections. Davis said ISC
will.; try to contribute to
the drive every year.
.

of Reading, England, and

his doctorate at the Un-

iversity of Chicago.
Dr. Stephenson remained
the University of
at
Chicago as a member of
the faculty of Memorial
University College, St.
Johns, Newfoundland, and
of Worcester Polytechnic

Institute.

In 1953 Dr. Stephenson
was president of the local
chapter of the American
Association of University
Professor. He also was
a member of the American
Physics Society and the
American Association of

Physics Teachers.

Bom on August 11, 1903,
England,
in Nottingham,
married a
Stephenson
fellow graduate student at
the University of Chicago,
Helen Aldrlch, In 1933.
Mrs. Stephenson died in
1968.

We've enjoyed having you for a customer in the

and look forward to serving you again.
Do come in and see our fabulous collection of

THE BOOK NOOK
201

on

Manhattan

I
I

I

Stephenson, who

held the post of Ham
Professor of Physics, died
following a short illness at
his home in St. Johns, New-

foundland.
worked
He

(ALL THE BEST SELLERS)

as

"...it's

Former Physics Prof Dies

"We are

check our Sals Table

Ann Boird

Sections Earn $769
For
Research

Chapel with' J. Barrie ShepJames Bean, and

BUFFET DINNER

run articles on women's
sports, since men's activities provide plenty of copy.
His office has not been
He feels that the campus
idle however.
"We cover every wo- needs to be informed on the
men's contest," he said, problems the women are
"and we do the best job facing.
of ' publicizing
"The women who particwomen's
sports in the OAC. We're ipate In sports," he said,
the only school in Ohio "are not regarded as real
women or as real
that puts the varsity women's sports on the printed
schedules."
Miss Sexton, however,
feels that student pressure
for improvements in women's athletics may be the
answer. To this end junior Rob.Comln has presented a list of suggested
improvements in the area
of women's athletics to the
Faculty Athletics Com
For the second consecutive year
Council (ISC) has helped
raise money for muscular
dystrophy (MD) research.
All Sections helped in the
Wooster since 1964 and was November 12 drive that
raised $769.58.
a member of the WesISC was approached by
Presbyterian
tminster
a
Stark County muscular
Church, College Circle, dystrophy
office' represenand the League of Women
Jim
Davis, ISC
tative.
Voters.
Sections
said
chairman,
the
Surviving are her huscanwere
to
asked
do
the
band; four children Fritz vassing job in
Wooster
the
13; Julie, 11; Carol, 7; and
area when another local,
Tom, '3 all of the family group
rejected the offer.
1042
home at
Ashwood
was divided into
Wooster
Drive,' Woosterj her father several zones
for door to
a 1924 graduate of the door canvassing.
Section
College of Wooster; and presidents
zones
chose
and
a brother, Wilson, a 1949 were, responsible
the
for
Wooster graduate.
areas to be thorouchlv cov- Chairman from 1945-- 71
1

Wife of Dccn

herd,

ER

264-23-

women's

pital.
Services were held on
December 20 in McGaw

Don't forget our
--

.

-c-

of die

as a petition which over
400 students signed including "every single participant in women's athletics
on the campus," according
to Comin.

--

--

since
Wooster

.

DAILY RECORD, would not

Helen Townsend C r o p p,
39, wife of F. W. Cropp,
Dean of the College of
Wooster, died on December
19 after a two-ye- ar
illness.
She had been hospitalized

The
&

lege explained that most
newspaper departments,
with the exception of the

t

-

The College of Wooster
was chosen one of the six
recipients out of a field
of forty-tw- o
of a cash
grant given by the Spectroscopy Society of Pittsburgh
on December 12, 1972 at its
monthly
meeting at the
Mellon Institute in Pittsburgh, Pa. The award of
$876.00 will be used toward accessories for an

Gasche

like. I want to participate
in sports and I want to be
a woman too. I don't think
its unfeminine."
that women's
sports would have to provoke more interest and gain
more prestige before female athletes could get
the
recognition
they
deserve
In
opinion of Penny
Stalter, a senior tri aptain
She-fel-

Morion Mason

Five

MORE ON

I just want to do what I

J,

Pag

beautiful clothes.

past

He later married Edna
Baird. ' They returned to
St. Johns after he retired
from the Wooster faculty in
June, 1971.
He Is survived by his
wife, his son John, a
physician

op

in

Lynchburg,

Virginia; three grandsons,
and a brother living in

Pag
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Human Relations Commission Evaluates
continued from page on

dent activities

fees, and

charter campus organizations. Campus Council Is
a chicken with its head cut
off as long as the President
and finally the Trustees
hold all the power, which
doesn't hold much hope for
the power of HRC. The
Commission is empowered
to speak, take action, or
make recommendations in
its own name to the cam-

pus community or any of

its parts.

.

Yet these Ini-

tiatives can be taken only
In the context of the Commission's role as a catalyst, selecting, utilizing,
and prodding existing resources and structures Into
The Infamous
action.

dlchS which Campus Council learned so well last

year in trying to elicit
some commitment from the
housing units to investigate
their own racism, ''Vou
can't legislate morality,"
applies here.
Finally, concerning the
Commission's goals, "the
responsibility and action
for their achievement must
come from every person

in this community . . . as
the College community itself resolves its differences and seeks a common
unity." So, the Commission in effect finds itself
in a position of leading and
coordinating a commitment
that hardly exists while
not having the power to leg-

islate what you can't legislate anyway. The only real

power, however dubious,
that HRC holds is that any
person or group refusing
to respond or implement
an HRC recommendation
runs the risk of being viewed as anti -- human relations.
This year's Commission, with a budget of about
$4,000,. has been shackled
by delays, but It is still
moving toward Implementation of the 1972-7- 3 targets set last spring. The
Commission is made up of
six students, two alternate
students, three faculty
members, two members of
the Deans' staff, three
members from the city of
Wooster, and an executive
secretary. The appointments of the faculty members were not made by the
Faculty Committee on

Committees

Several
commitments.
members of the Commission, including its chairman, Mr. Jones, expressed
regret that the Commission
was delayed acting as a full
body for so long and hope

that Mr. Collins will be
promptly replaced.
The Commission intends
to issue a report on its
work and the status of human relations on campus

early in the winter quarter.
letters were

Thirty-sev-

en

mailed in October to the
members of the Faculty
and Administration who
head the various departments, committees, and
decision-makibodies on
campus asking for a progress report on what each
group or body is doing in
the areas of curriculum
and recruitment of minority faculty, staff, and students. Only eight replies
ng

Library Puts Pressure On
The

Andrews

Library

ng

process."
When

Lindgren

came

here last year the penalty

system was abolished, because "traditionally people
usually look at a library
as a repressive institution." he said.
"It was hoped that no
fines would foster a spirit
of mutual cooperation and

respect."

system
was found ineffective. At
The

no-pen- alty

any point last quarter there
could be found over 30

overdue

items.

closed reserve

In addition a high

percentage of all books
taken from the Library
were removed without

havings been checked out.

For some students who
winter quarter registration had been held up. "It
is the only leverage we have

--

had overdue books, their

over
students,' ' said
Lindgren. Some books that
have been returned recently have been out for
up to three years.
Research has been conducted t o provide an effective method for keeping
books from being stolen,
including the hiring of door

and the

monitors

$25,000. This
doesn't include the cost of
special book plates needed
for every book and periodical, to be able to identify
library books.
hood of

Door monitors, at the
wage
present minimum
would cost about
law,
$6,500 for each exit.
Cameras, too, have their

Vims Acting P.E. Head for
(NEWS SERVICES)

Lu David Wims has

- Dr.
been

appointed
to serve as
Acting Director of Athlet-

ics during the

1973-- 74

aca-

demic year while Chairman
and
Athletic Director
Robert

leave.

M.

Bruce is on

The appointment,
firmed by the Executive
Committee of the College of
Wooster Board of Trustees
last Saturday, was announced so that Wims could
share in the planning and
con-

scheduling necessary for
next year's programs.
Dr. Wims is regarded as
one of Wooster s greatest
athletic heroes, and the
only athlete to earn four
letters in each of three

sports

...

73-7- 4

0 STEREO
D
D
D
D
D
D

-

development

State.

they
before
students,
become involved ' in summer jobs, to the campus to
become acquainted with the
enigma of a white college
campus. The learning experience of the program
would include instruction in
technical academic skills,
an introduction to the
liberal arts curriculum,
and general preparation to
enable the minority student
to include the option of college in his future plans and-tbe better able to choose
a college if he decided to
do so.
President Drushal's answer to HRC's statement of
goals last spring was that
the advisory function of
HRC could be performed
in another manner at less
cost. The Commission
needs support, not this kind
of dilution. When the HRC
report comes out this
quarter, look for ways to
support it, not for ways to

"

pigeonhole it.

courses, and the living i
units.
Juanita Browne, a member of the History department, heads the committee
on Minority Recruitment
and Support for Minority

PIZZA
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SUBMARINES
AND

two years
graduation in D
A native of Akron,
1961.
he taught and coached at
Kenmore and South high S
schools while earning his 2
master's degree at Kent s
and his doctorate at Ohio D
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n
Prior to returning to
Wooster 8 Physical Educa- a
Wims a
tion Department,
served for a year at U 11:00 10:00 Weekdays
Winston-Sale- m
University
& Saturday jy
as head track coach and Q 1:00 11:00 Friday
Come
down
Q
on
We'll
be
n
assistant in basketball and
you.
glad
to
see
m
fl
football.
Married, he and his wife,
Linda, have two children.
They reside at 637 Skylark. 0
I

r
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COMPONENT SYSTEMS
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TAPE PLAYERS AND RECORDERS
0
PORTABLE STEREO, RADIO, AND TV D
D
SHEET MUSIC - RECORDS - INSTRUMENTS

The Wooster Music Center

S.E. Corner Pub. Sq.

.

wn

for

jjMAGNAVOX
D

high school students. The
which. Ms.
Browne believes can be
funded from government
sources outside of the College, would bring 14, 15,
minority
and 16 year-o- ld

program,

patterns on racism and

0

basketball,

sum-

month-lo- ng

mer sessions for minority

make recommendations for
changes next year and In
the future. The Town-Gorelations committee is
working on finding ways to
involve the campus in local
community life and to involve the HRC with the
Wayne County Interfalth
on Human
Commission
Rights. ' The Student Consciousness committee Is
working to involve students
in race consciousness programs through media such
as Freshman Colloquium,

S

football and track.
He served as assistant
coach in those sports at
Wooster
following

conduct

Oth-

ers, such as the replyf rom
the Math department, said
something on the order of
"We'll take care of our own
affairs, thank you."
Four task forces, made
up of HRC members and
other resource persons,
have been set up and will
include reports of their
work in the HRC report to
the campus this quarter.
The Housing Committee,
which includes representatives from most of the various types of housing units
on campus, is working to
study the effects of housing

a

T

to cooperate

with the Commission.

personal

difficulty. The initial cost
and installation of the
cameras Is in the neighbor-

in-

stallation of cameras at the
exits.

willingness

Students. This committee
ambitious
has submitted an
uean oairua
proposal' 10 trx
proposing that the College

--

With Closed Reserve Fines
has reinstated a penalty
system for overdue, closed
reserve books in an attempt
to make these books more
available to all students.
The fine for overdue
items is now $1.00 per
hour, but not exceeding
$10.00. "We hope we don't
have to collect any fines,"
said Jon Lindgren, assistant librarian for Readers'
Services in the Library.
"We don't want this construed as amoney-maki-

had been received as of the
end of fall quarter. Some,
such as the reply from the
Biology department, expressed an encouraging degree of openness and

until three

weeks into the quarter. Only then could the Commission appoint the community
members. And, in November, one of the faculty
members, Gordon Collins,
resigned, after one month
of service, due to other

oals

262-58- 86
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STOP and SHOP
Flannel Shirts
Bell Jeans
Overcoats

......
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$5.95 a
$6.95 and $7.95 a
$14.95 D

Sterno
Candles
Handwarmers
Shoe Saver
Rain and Foot Wear.! ;"'
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SSieizer Leads To

points, while Cooper tallied 12 markers through
adept inside maneuvering.
Walter Hill, the point-ma- n,
used superior ball handling
to bewilder the visitors,
tallying 15 points.
All of this left one Oakland player shaking his
head disconsolately as he
slowly crept from the
playing floor.
At the outset of the game
not a person in the PEC
dared deny that the Scots
were In for a real ball
game. Paced by Carvin
Melson, a 6 foot. 4 inch
forward, Oakland jumped
off to an early
bulge. But the Scots, not
to be embarrassed before
the partisan crowd, came

back and finally went ahead

11

By John McDonough ,

The Fitting Scot basketball team led by frosh
sensation Tim Shetzer,
welcomed students back for
the winter quarter with a
thrilling 71-conquest of
visiting Oakland U.
Shetzer, a
winger, connected on
shots from the field and
added 7- -8 from the charity
stripe to total 23 points.
Not to be ignored, however, was the aggressive
inside game led by Jeff
"Moose" Requarth
and
Chuck Cooper. Requarth
pulled down 11 rebounds to
lead the Scots in that
category and also totaled
69

hot-shoot- ing

8--

14

Conouesi

71-6- 9

six-po- int

heads prevailed as a technical on Oakland coach

late in the first half.
A final surge by Oakland
brought the halftlme point
tally to 37-in favor of
the visitors and not too
many spectators were
completely sure of the final outcome.
But the Scot faithful were
33-- 31

Gene Bolden took a little
starch out of his troops.
In the end, the Scots clung
to a narrow 71-- 69 margin
as a wide Oakland shot
caromed harmlessly off the

35

glass at the final buzzer.
For the Scots, the game
was won at the foul llne,as
they collected
shots

treated to a fast offensive
barrage after the inter-

17-- 26

there to Oakland's

mission which finally saw
the Black and Gold break

7-- 13.

Wooster collected
from the field to the opponThe battle of
ent's
the boards was Oakland's
3,
as Melson picked
off 17 himself.
The Scots, now 4, play
host to the Heidelberg Stu27-- 63

out on top and open a int
lead. A bull in the
Scot attack suddenly ap-- p
10-po-

.

v'f

--

31--

eared, however, and
Carvin Melson and company wasted little time in
closing the gap. The Oakland press nearly took the
Scots apart, but cooler

'I

63.

34-3-

8--

"NX?)

dent Princesses Saturday
at 7:30 P.M.

Long December for Woo Roundballers
By Don Berkey

The month of December
was long and lonely for the

cagers. They
from across

Wooster

travelled

Beall Avenue to Oswego,
on the cold
New York
shores of Lake Ontario
a 7- -4
while compiling

record.

The Scots opened the
season at home, dropping
their first conference game
Wittenberg,
to
strong
61--

47.

Wooster

leaders

were Mike Stoll, scoring
14 points, and Jeff Requarth, pulling down nine
rebounds.
The first day of December saw. ' another - Scot
defeat, this time at the
hands of O AC power Hiram.
e,
Down 43-at
the roundballers never
could, make up the difference.
The final score:
Hiram 74, Wooster 66.
Chuck was the topper-formcollecting 13 points
and 7 rebounds for the '
locals.
The following night saw
a return to the PEC as the
-

27

half-tim-

er,

frustrated Scots showed
their power, winning their

first game

of the season,
over Grove City
(Pennsylvania). High for
Wooster were Tim Shetzer
and Walter Hill, each net
77-5-

7,

ting 14 points.
Three days later the cagers pulled off their second
straight
victory,
this time over invading
4.
Wilberforce,
The
Scots showed a sluggish
start, but were never headed after taking a 45-half-tilead. Shetzer led
all scores with 17 markers
and "Moose" Requarth
20-po-

int

94-7-

35

me

pulled in a game high of
11

rebounds.
The week-e-

nd
of Decemand 9 saw the Fighting Scots travel to Oswego,
New York to play in the
Max Ziel Classic. They
could only muster a third

ber

8

place finish as they bowed

to the ultimate champion,
the University of New
Hampshire in a hard-foug- ht

contest,

58-4- 6.

Thefollow-in- g

night they outplayed
College (N.Y.)
Hamilton
from the opening tip, final-

ly trouncing them, 0.
Cooper, netting 22 points
97-6-

and pulling off 23 rebounds

for the two performances,
was

named

to the

all-tourna-

ment

team.
Wooster returned home
and again impressed its
home fans by defeating
Malone,

101-8- 1.

Requarth

hit a career high of 20
points to lead the attack
which saw the 12 Scots
enter the scoring column.

They connected on an impressive 65 of their shots
(44 of 68). Cooper led in
rebounding with 11.
The roundballers upped
their record to 6- -3 with an

victory over Franklin (Ind.). Five Wooster-it- es
hit double figures led

86-- 62

all-tourna-

cagers run their win streak

on

connected

The

Fighting

Scots'
indoor track team opens its
season on January 20, with
an All - Comers meet at

14

points mid-wthrough the second half to
make a close ball game into
ay

Ashland College, The team
a runaway.
is under the direction of
The following evening Dr. Lu Wims, a 1961 gradpitted Wooster against a uate of Wooster. He served
strong Defiance five in the as head track coach at
championship match. The Winston - Salem
State
Scots were in the contest university before Joining
down to the final buzzer
the coaching staff at
but the hot shooting
of Wooster this year.
"The season is a big
Charles Nof ziger and Ken
Bush ' were too much for question mark right now,"
the local favorites. Woo- Wims said about the upster finally bowed, 79-7- 1.
coming indoor and outdoor
.

---

l

---

A Scot shoots for two while
Coop sots tho pick. (Photo
by Carl Hanson).

seasons. Senior
tains Tim Mc Clinden, a
three'-tlletterman, and
Chris Torrey lead a deep
distance squad that inco-c- ap

me

two outstanding
cross - countrymen, Andy
cludes

Naumoff and David M.
Brown, and Paul Cope,
GLCA Indoor 1000-y- d.
run
Joining these
champion.
veterans will be freshmen
Doug Murphy, Rick Day
and John Brashear, all of
whom have recorded better
times than their upperclass

teammates.

Weaknesses in team
depth show in the sprints
and field events.

1

r

,.

me

record.

f

J

0

twenty-fiv- e

personal services waiting

for you.

Troy

Schmidt returns to lead the
welghtmen in the shot-p- ut.
he'll have excellent coaching as Dr. Wims holds the
shot-p- ut
all-tiindoor

with your financial needs.

A.

3
.

7

s-

-

L
Tho Ohio Intercollegiate Bowling Conference invaded Scot
Lanes last Saturday. Tho hosting Woo s tor koglors proved to bo
gracious hosts as both of thoir opponents took 2 of 3 gamos.
o
In tho morning tho Scots bowed to Cuyahoga Community
Wost. That afternoon tho Scots facod tho defending 01 BC
champions Kent State. Their first game proved to be their
best as the Scots took a clutch tenth frame victory from Knt,
859-83Ed Jotter of Bowling Green swept all individual
honors. His 269 game was high for the day as was his 663
series. Akron won all 6 of its gomes, upping its league-leadin- g
Akron also had the high team game for the
record to 16-travels to Baldwin-Wallac- e
day, a 1021. Wooster, now
Saturday with the rest of the 01 BC (Photo by Larry Kurth).
Col-log-

mmsm

-

Track Open Jan. 20

totalled 23. points for the
straight

SL

J

ment

All in all the Scots are
gelling into a top-not- ch
contender and should battle to the end to recapture
the OAC crown.

to four with a come from
behind 88-- 66
victory over
a stubborn Davis
and
Elldns squad. Shetzer, who
night,

y

squad.

by Requarth with 19 markers. He also pulled down a
game high of 14 rebounds.
The Scots final step was
to the Tenth Annual Mose
Hole Wooster Classic. The
night saw the
opening

LET US HELP YOU

We have over

Mark Vogelgesang led the
Scot scorers with 18 points
and Shetzer added 14 mark
ers. The latter s efforts
(37 total points) for the
two nights earned him
spot on the

2.

2.

5-1- 3,

Freshman

Richard Ashton is the only
pole-vault- er,
having
soared 13 ft. in high school.
The return of last years
most valuable freshman
David K. Brown, a 13 12
f t. vaulter, has been delayed by Uncle Sam.
The sprints should feafreshmen Reggie
ture
Holder and Gerald Hock,
who have recorded fine

times scholastically.
turning lettermen Ron

Re-

Ce-tov- ich

and Paul Relman,
a member of last year's

mile relay
team, lead the long sprints,
record-setti- ng

with

also.

Ron Long jumping,
Joe Glglierano and

Westhafer will
in the high Jump,
and will be Joined by vetRick Lee in the
eran
William

start

hurdles.
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In Hula Bowl

First Come!
First Served!

Mac Kicks North's Only Three Points
At riie outset of the game
Bob wasn't nervous. He

By Al Mlllikan

better
Bob Macorltti,
known to his friends as

"Mac spent last week in
usually sunny Honolulu,
Hawaii and last Saturday
did all the kicking and
punting for the North Squad
in their 17- -3 loss to the
South in the Hula Bowl.
3
Bob scored the first
points of the game and the
North's only 3 points.

is

Hawaii

for Its

known

fine weather but It wasn't
so Saturday. Bob admitted
it was not that great a
game to watch. Bob felt
that on a nice day there

would have been a lot of
scoring and a lot of passing
with the fine quarterbacks
and receivers both teams
had. "We were having fun
in the mud," said Bob.

Bob represented Woos
ter, our College of 190C
Three other
students.
small schools participated.
Rice, Tennessee Tech, and
Temple, with 3000, 5000,
and 13,000 students respectively. Every other
player was from a major
university.
There was an abundance
of talent In the game. Chris

Schenkel mentioned there

were

probably

13

first

round draft choices playing in the game. Several,
like Johnny Rodgers were
already national celeb-

rities.

field goal came
from 22 yards out. He
did miss attempts of 51
and 27 yards.
He had
some fine punts Including
a beautiful one that flew
55 yards into the end zone.
Bob's

Hill

Displaying their typical
aggressive
defense and
board work, Wooster pulled away from the visiting
Mount Union Purple Raid-

ers in the closing minutes
for a 70-win.
Walter Hill's 23 point
63

from the field,
effort
from the foul line) led
the Scots charge In a con(8-- 16

7- -8

test which saw Wooster
31--

29,

at half.

"Tiny" Wilber and Tim
Shetzer also hit for double

figures with 12 and 11,
respectively.
Lawrence
led the losers with 26
G0-1-

7,

,

FIFTH
ANNUAL THEATRE- MARCH 18 -- APRIL 1

STILL HAS OPENINGS
FOR STUDENTS
(AND FOR CREDIT YET! M

all the players in the game.
If they ever met again,
they would know each other.
Bob was especially impressed with several of the
These included
George Amundson of Iowa
State, Paul Seymour of

A

all-sta- rs.

rit

J

;f-zt-

i

SEE DR. LOGAN IN THE
SPEECH OFFICE
OR CALL

v,

go::scltAuts
264-650-

Hawaii didn't excite Mac
all that much. He said,
"Hawaii's terribly commercial. All they want is
your money." He considered the prices exorbitant.
Mac was going to buy a
swim suit. When he saw
some of the prices, he
changed his mind.

"Perhaps I was expecting a bit more but," said
Mac, "the waves weren't
that big, the coral cut my
feet, and the salt hurt my
eyes."
Bob feels he owes a lot
to Mr. Ernie Infield, Direc-

TPJWa

FLAID

Michigan, and Sonny Six-kil- ler
of Washington. Bob
called Rufus "Roadrun-ne- r"
Ferguson, the "coolest guy there."

5

343 E. Boisna St.
Application deadline for
competency tests in begin
ning and intermediate swim- and water
ming,
life-savi-

ng

safety is January 17.

Deadline for SPRING UtC
has been advanced to February 1. All
applications must be in the
Urban Studies Office no later
the- - FERRIIARY 1, 1973.
BAN QUARTER

Bob Macorltti displays his Certificate of Award for Merit given
to all players participating in last Saturday's Hula Bowl in
Honolulu, Hawaii. (Photo by News Service).

tor of News Services at the

-

THE

College. Ernie sent clippings to each of the pre
teams after Bob's fristtwo
games, Mac says, "He
knew my intentions. Fortunately, I had two good
games . . . the rest you
can forget about."

WOOSTER INN

announces
a dinner concert of

.

Scores 23 Against Mt. Union
By Bob Dyer

down,

had asked the Doctor for
a very mild tranquilizer.
"It was Bob's first time
on television. "It was a
little different," said Bob,
"than the 3 or 4000 people at the Wooster games."
Bob said there was a
general friendship among

6-- 8).

The lead changed hands
several times in the second
half until the home squad
grabbed the momentum
midway through the half.

boards,

42-2- 8.

Coach Van Wie, substi-

tuting freely, used 10
All but one
players.
scored, and all but two
grabbed rebounds in the
balanced effort.
The Scots, who evened
their OAC record at -1
(9-- 4
overall), face Heidelberg this Saturday in Tim-k- en
The
Gymnasium.
contest takes on added
interest, as Dave Grube,
Coach Van Wie's assistant
last season, returns as
Heldelburgs head coach.
1-

11:00 a.m.

BOWLING

2:00 p.m.

SWIMMING

e

AWAY

vs Muskingum

HOME

Baldwin-Wallac-

WRESTLING

5:45 p.m.
'

-

7:30 p.m.

-

vs. Oberlin

JV BASKETBALL
vs. Heidelberg

AWAY
HOME

BASKETBALL

vs. Heidelberg

OOMOZ PJIKOIJ SOTIQS
Selections

"

from::

HOME

.

'

- DOWLAND
MORLEY - GIBBONS - PURCELL - DILASSO - HINDEMITH
'
and MACHAUT
Performed by a group of music majors
from the College of Wooster.
Wednesday, January 17, 1973
6:30 to 8:00 P.M.

Call

SATURDAY SPORTS

vs.

JfJ2

When Hill hit 2 foul shots
with 2:33 remaining to give
the Scots an 8 point lead,
the game was iced.
The rebounding battle
was ledbyGeneShlndewolf,
with 7, and Chuck Cooper
and Wilber, with 6 each.
the
Wooster dominated

264-234- 1

For Reservations

College students who have paid board
can deduct $1.10 from the price of the meal.
exL358 for reservations.
Call
264-12-
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